Multi-Bernoulli mixture (MBM) filter is one of the exact closed-form multi-target Bayes filters in the random finite sets (RFS) framework, which utilizes multi-Bernoulli mixture density as the multi-target conjugate prior. This filter is the variant of Poisson multi-Bernoulli mixture filter when the birth process is changed to a multi-Bernoulli RFS or a multi-Bernoulli mixture RFS from a Poisson RFS. On the other hand, labeled multi-Bernoulli mixture filter evolves to MBM filter when the label is discarded. In this letter, we provide a complete derivation of MBM filter where the derivation of update step does not use the probability generating functional. We also describe the sequential Monte Carlo implementation and adopt Gibbs sampling for truncating the MBM filtering density. Numerical simulation with a nonlinear measurement model shows that MBM filter outperforms the classical probability hypothesis density filter.
I. INTRODUCTION
HE objective of multi-target tracking (MTT) is to jointly estimate the number of targets and their individual states from a sequence of measurements provided by sensing devices such as radar [1] , sonar [2] , or cameras [3] . Relevant MTT algorithms are joint probabilistic data association filter (JPDAF) [4] , multiple hypothesis tracking (MHT) [5] and filters based on random finite sets (RFS) [6, 7] .
MTT methods based on RFS strictly describe target birth, death, spawning, miss detection and clutters in MTT process, directly estimate number and state of targets, and even provide target tracks or trajectories. In the recent years, some approximations of multi-target Bayes filters have been proposed, such as the probability hypothesis density (PHD) filter [8] [9] [10] , the cardinalized PHD (CPHD) filter [11, 12] and the multi-Bernoulli filter [13] . Since the multi-target conjugate prior densities have been introduced, several exact closed-form multi-target Bayes filters have been proposed, including generalized labeled multi-Bernoulli (GLMB) filter [14] , labeled multi-Bernoulli mixture (LMBM) filter [15] , and Poisson multi-Bernoulli mixture (PMBM) filter [16] [17] [18] .
If the birth process is changed to a multi-Bernoulli RFS or a multi-Bernoulli mixture (MBM) RFS from a Poisson RFS, the PMBM filter will become the MBM filter. On the other hand, the LMBM filter will evolve to the MBM filter when the label is discarded. Up to now, Gaussian Mixture (GM) implementation of MBM filter was presented, which is only suitable for linear/Gaussian models [19] . In this letter, the multi-Bernoulli mixture RFS is described and the complete derivation of MBM filter is provided. It is noteworthy that the derivation of update step does not rely on the probability generating functional (PGFL). Then sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) implementation of MBM filter is presented. In addition, Gibbs sampling is adopted to find the finite number of global hypotheses. Numerical simulation with a nonlinear measurement model demonstrates the performance of the MBM filter.
in hypothesis h , where , h i r represents the existence probability and , h i p represents the state density given that i X exists.
Suppose g represents the test function, then the probability generating functional of (3) is
,
represents the inner product of ( ) a x and ( ) b x .
III. DERIVATION OF MBM FILTER

A. Derivation of Update Step
Suppose the multitarget prior density ( ) f X is an MBM density of the form (3) and (4), the multitarget state and measurements are 1 
respectively, in this section we prove that the multitarget posterior density is also an MBM density. Due to the data association uncertainty, we must consider all possible hypotheses. An association function is defined as:
and the corresponding likelihood function is ( | ) i l X  . The set of clutter measurements is defined as
where \ A B returns elements in A that are not in B . The set c Z is modeled as a Poisson RFS with the intensity ( ) c  , and has the density function as
 corresponds to one association, and the multitarget likelihood function is
Substituting (3) and (8) into (1), we can obtain the multitarget posterior density
For any detected target i ,
indicates that target i X is a Bernoulli RFS whose existence probability is 1.
For any undetected target i , (11) indicates that target i X is also a Bernoulli RFS. Consequently, the multitarget posterior density is also an MBM density, and association  in prior hypothesis h produces a posterior hypothesis with unnormalized weight
B. Derivation of Prediction Step
Suppose the multitarget posterior density ( ) q X is an MBM density of the form (3) and (4), and the birth density is modeled as a multi-Bernoulli density, in this section we use PGFL to prove that the multitarget prior density at the next time step is also an MBM density.
If the set of birth targets is a multi-Bernoulli RFS with b n components, and each one has existence probability b i r and state density b i p , the PGFL of birth density is 
Substituting (5) and (13) into (14), we can obtain (15) which indicates the multitarget prior density at the next time step is also an MBM density with the same hypothesis weight as that of the multitarget posterior density at the current step.
If the birth density is modeled as an MBM density, the multitarget prior density at the next time step is still an MBM density.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF MBM FILTER
In this section, SMC implementation is provided, and Gibbs sampling truncates MBM density. Furthermore, target state estimation and target/hypothesis pruning are also discussed.
A. Implementation of Update Step
In the update step, each prior hypothesis grows up to multiple posterior hypotheses without changing the number of targets.
Prior target i X in prior hypothesis h is described by the existence probability , In association  , if measurement ( ) i z  is associated with i X , the posterior existence probability is 1, and the posterior state density can be described by the following particles:
The contribution of target i X to posterior hypothesis weight
In association  , if target i X is undetected, the posterior existence probability is (18) and the posterior state density can be described by the following particles:
The contribution of target i X to posterior hypothesis weight , h the association between targets and measurements, and we sample Poisson clutter is uniform in sensor field of view with an average intensity of 4 5 10   and detection probability is set as 0.9 d p 
. Average Optimal Sub-Pattern Assignment (OSPA) [20] of 100 Monte-Carlo simulations is used to evaluate the tracking performance, as depicted in Fig. 1 , where the cut-off factor is 10 and the order is 2. Both filters can track targets effectively although larger errors occur at target birth time and death time. Furthermore, MBM filter is superior than PHD filter at most scans. In this letter, the complete derivation of MBM filter is proposed, where the derivation of prediction step relies on the PGFL while that of update step utilizes multi-target calculus. SMC implementation of MBM filter is presented and several strategies including Gibbs sampling and target/hypothesis pruning are used to improve computing efficiency. Finally, numerical simulation with a nonlinear measurement model demonstrates that the proposed filter outperforms PHD filter.
